Copyright Primer Quiz

Name:

Directions: Please choose the best answer. In some cases there are multiple correct answers. All questions are derived from McCaskill’s How-to-Tutorial “Copyright Primer” document and the AGJR 404 syllabus.

1. What factors are considered when determining Fair Use?
   A. Is it educational in nature?
   B. Is it not-for-profit?
   C. What percent of the original is used?
   D. All the above are correct.

2. When in doubt (about using another person’s material in your own media products), you should
   ________________.
   A. throw it out
   B. request permission
   C. use it
   D. cite your source

3. According to Dr. McCaskill, situations where copying for academic purposes are allowed, generally share the following characteristics:
   A. Impulsiveness, briefness, multiplicity
   B. Spontaneity, briefness, singularity
   C. Impulsiveness, brevity, multiplicity
   D. Spontaneity, brevity, singularity

4. Choose the one topic that is not discussed in the article.
   A. Invasion of Privacy
   B. Citation
   C. Trademark
   D. Plagiarism

5. When publishing Web pages using the University’s server, can you and the University be held liable for libelous acts?
   A. Yes
   B. No

6. McCaskill’s article lists two college Web sites describing how to avoid plagiarism. Which two?
   A. Hamilton College
   B. Hartwick College
   C. Baxter College
   D. Barnard College

7. Can you copy works or images that are in the public domain?
   A. Yes
   B. No

8. If the author is deceased or the work is out of print, does the work exist in the public domain?
   A. Yes
   B. No

9. What is the main citation style used in this class?
   A. AP
   B. APA
   C. CMS
   D. GPO

10. What is your Teaching Assistant’s name?
    A. Jessica
    B. Sydney
    C. Rebecca
    D. Margaret